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Quick info
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Description 2024 Grand Design Reflection 150 Series 270BN, Grand Design Reflection 150
Series fifth wheel 270BN highlights: Outside Griddle Walk-In Shower Breakfast
Nook Outdoor Spray Port 78" Theater Seating Your short bed truck will love this
fifth wheel with swivel pin box and a 90 degree turning radius without a slider
hitch. You will love this fifth wheel featuring a single slide for added interior living
space and all the comforts and conveniences it provides you while you travel. The
slide features a 78" theater seat plus there is a breakfast nook for more seating.
Both can easily view the entertainment center with 40" TV. A rear kitchen indoors
provides everything you need to create meals like home while on the road, and if
you want to spend as much time outside as possible, then the outdoor griddle will
certainly accommodate you for meals. Up front, a cozy private bedroom with
queen bed, wardrobe, and overhead cabinets. Right next door, you will find a large
walk-in shower with skylight for more natural lighting, as well as a toilet, and a
vanity with sink and linen cabinet for your towels and toiletries. This unit offers
ample storage both inside and out. You will love the full unobstructed pass-
through compartment for all of your gear, plus so much more! With any Reflection
150 Series fifth wheel by Grand Design, there is more available payload capacity
and a broader range of half-ton trucks capable of towing this fifth wheel, and no
slider hitch is needed thanks to the 90-degree turning radius which makes them
short bed friendly and easier to tow. The mandatory Ultimate Power package
provides a "One-Touch" automatic leveling system and a detachable power cord
with LED light for easy setup, plus motion sensor pass-through lighting and entry
lighting, and the Tire Linc TPMS will help you stay safe on the road. The interior
offers residential luxury from the cabinetry and premium congoleum flooring, plus
the booth dinette to the residential-style window treatment. Make your refined
decision today! Bish's RV - Davenport, IA has a huge selection of Travel Trailers,
Fifth Wheels, Toy Haulers, and Motorhomes. All these RVs are priced to sell. Be
sure to ask about our "Purchase with Confidence Guarantee" to ensure you are
getting the best RV buying experience in Quad Cities and surrounding areas in
East Iowa like Eldridge, Moline, Davenport, Rock Island, & Bettendorf. Affordable
prices on all new and used RVs only at Bish's RV of Davenport, Iowa. CALL NOW
866-RV-CENTER!
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$56,999
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Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 78213
VIN Number: 573FR3122R3349196
Condition: New
Length: 29
GVW: 9995
Sleeps: 2
Slideouts: 1

Item address Eldridge, Iowa, United States
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